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BUILDING CITATION
The bpckground history of this building is somewhat puzzling. It replaced

an earlier Hotel, the Ballarat Hotel, which was destroyed by fire on the 22nd
February 1887. The present building, built in 1887, appears to have been
constructed as the Ballarat Palace Hotel to the design of Architects James and
Piper, for Mr.Hugh Raverty. In 1918 the hotel license was surrendered and
the building sold.

The facade treatment of this building almost exactly replicates that of
Leonard Terry's London Chartered Bank of 1860 (corner Sturt and Lydiard sts.
now demolished). The only marked difference is the splayed corner treatment.
It is possible that this building was an almost direct copy of the earlier bank.

The building provides an extremely important streetscape element to the
Lydiard Street precinct. It is externally intact, and is notable for the survivi
original stone and cement render finishes. The interior has been remodelled,
but some original painted timber venetians survive to the first floor, which
are visible from the outside. The enigma surrounding the building's history,
and the finely detailed and well preserved facade combine to make this building
one of outstanding importance.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that this building
the Register of the National Estate,

.Town and Country Planning Act (Third
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UNION FIDELITY TRUSTEE CO. OF AUSTRALIA - 101 LYDIARD STREET

BUILDING ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION

The background history of this building is somewhat puzzling. This

r,
building replaced an earlier hotel, the Ballarat Hotel, which was

. 1
destroyed by fire on the 22nd February 1887. This building appears

to have been constructed for ~l.Hugh Raverty as the Ballarat Palace

Hotel in 1887: The architects appear to have been James and Piper 3

4
and the construction cost t15,OOO. In 1918, the hotel licence was

surrendered, and the building was sold to Ballarat Trustees Executors
5

and Agency Co. In 1950, the building was sold to the present owner.

This building, like the Leonard Terry Banks in Ballarat, provides an

essay in the general formula of .ground floor and elegant piano nobile.

The facade treatment almost exactly replicates that of Terry's London

Chartered Bank on the south east corner of Sturt and Lydiard Streets

of 1860 {now demolished~visible on the right hand side of the cover

rn
·r

i:""

r to Volume One of this report}. The foundation course is of rough

window openings with curved top corners set in a plain reveal {an

dressed stone and the ground floor of imitation ashlar work with deep

floor, the piano nobile windows are elegantly hooded with a decorative

lintel band. Between each is a single ionic pilaster with a slightly

coarse exaggerated entasis. The pilasters are doubled at the end of

the facade and on either side of the splayed corner window.

On the first

Between these ~iers are rectangularjoints in the form of piers.

unusually austere detail}. Above is a plain cornice.

I _.

I

\
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1. Cole Collection, Collection of Hotel Records.

2. ibid.

3. Australian Builders and Contractors News 17/9/1887.
(Construction in progress of 2 storey brick hotel in Lydiard Street
for Mr.Hugh Raverty. James & Piper Architects.) There is some
confusion however as the AB & CN of 29/9/1888 records.
Tappin Gilbert & Dennehy preparing designs for Railway Palace
Hotel Co. in Lydiard Street.

4. Age 20.7.1918 describes this building as constructed "many years ago
by the late Hr. liugh Raverty at cost of 1.15,000."

5. 10c. cit.
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in Ballarat.

UNION FIDELITY TRUSTEE CO. OF AUSTR~IA - 101 LYDIARD STREET

BUILDING ANALYSIS &~D DESCRIPTION (contd.)

The ornamental iron window guards appear to exactly replicate those

of the demolished bank, as do all other details except that there are

no surviving timber blind hoods.

The close resemblance of this building to the Terry London Chartered

Bank of 1860 (corner Sturt and Lydiard Streets) is very puzzling.

The date of construction (1887) is much later than the Terry banks

In 1874, Terry had joined with Percy Oakden and the

fir~ became

Addison and

Terry and Oakden. By 1887, the firm had become Oakden,
6

Kemp. It is possible that the original owner,

Mr.Hugh Raverty, requested an'almost exact copy of the prominent

corner bank. The only noticeable difference is the splayed corner

of this building; "hich was probably an entrance.

This building provides an extremely inportant streetscape element

to the Lydiard Street precinct. The exterior is substantially intact,

and is notable f0r the original stone and cement render finishes surviv-

ing to this day. The interior has been remodelled, but original painted

timber venetians survive on the first floor.

The' enigma surrounding the history of this building should be subject

to a separate study. The interesting background to this building

and the finely detailed and well preserved facade make it one of

outstanding importance.

6, A.Sutherland (Ed) Melbourne and its Metropolis 1888, Vo12, p.533.
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